FROM POLICE TO "POLIS": COMMUNITY-ORIENTED ARCHITECTURE

THE COMMUNITY

The final form is not a construction in space, an object in itself; but more of a container, a "shelter" that forms an interface. When less is least, and more is most, architecture enters a new dimension. As simple as it can be. As complex as it needs to be.

THE CONNECTIONS

Architecture shuts out or opens itself to the outside depending on its own distinctive rules. Hidden circulations leave room for unexpected visual connections. Openings form a shelter. A wall can divide an interior into two properties or even two countries.

THE PARK

Contemporary civilization has hidden the fundamental relationship between nature and men. It has made it invisible. The first gesture is a no-gesture: we just let nature take over the site, extending the park.

THE LIMIT

When nature interacts with architecture it becomes no longer an independent entity. It loses its integrity, it changes its appearance and sometimes carries the weight of a roof to form a shelter. A wall can divide an interior into two properties or even two countries.

THE LANDMARK

Mounted police is used for specialized tasks ranging from the surveillance of parks and natural vegetation, water or sky. Mounted police is the Greek word for polis, a term inspired by Jeanne Gang's studies on the streets of many towns and cities, and the metaphysical boxes of Jorge Oteiza. This proposal explores a new typology of semi-public building: double volume extruded tower in the center—gives room to recreational and educational hub.

THE PARK

The proposal makes use of the Free Cabin in the city. The Free Cabin is not a public service, but it is a metaphor for the metropolis, a site that extends to the brink between two conditions: inside and outside. The perimeter walls become rooms, and the park: space as a place. The act of emptying the preexisting space, and light is the main space delimiter. And in this sense, an empty image instead of a welcoming one. This may be the most viable way of building the future. This may be the only way of building the future.
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The proposal is about connecting people, with the community needs the police and the police officer needs the community—two reasons to do in the past.
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